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Summary of rating action:
Instrument (Amounts in NPR
Million) *

Previous rated
amount

Current rated
amount

Long-term loan limits

184

184

Short-term loan limits

1,197

1,197

Total

1,381

1,381

Rating Action
[ICRANP] LBB-@1; placed on Watch with
Negative Implications
[ICRANP] A4@; placed on Watch with
Negative Implications

* Instrument details are provided in Annexure-1

Rating action
ICRA Nepal has placed the ratings assigned to the bank loan limits of Autoways Private Limited (APL or the company) on
Watch with Negative Implications. These ratings include the long-term rating of [ICRANP] LBB-@ (pronounced ICRA NP L
double B minus) assigned to the long-term loan limits and the short-term rating of [ICRANP] A4@ (pronounced ICRA NP
A four) assigned to the short-term loans (including non-fund-based limits) of APL.

Rationale
The rating Watch with Negative Implications factors in the expected impact on the company’s financial and liquidity
profile, due to the elongation of import restrictions imposed by the Government of Nepal (GoN) on passenger vehicles
(PVs). The Toyota PVs dealt in by the company are high-ticket sized imports as against the entry to mid-level segment PVs
and hence might also be more vulnerable to regulatory risks once the import opens up. Furthermore, the demand for PVs
as well as commercial vehicles (CVs) is also expected to witness sharp moderation over the near to medium term given
the high borrowing rates amid the ongoing liquidity crisis in banking as well as on account of the likely impact of the
increasing interest rates and rising total cost of ownership of vehicles. The central bank has also introduced multiple
measures to curb demand of PVs including requirement of high cash margin for import of PVs/spares and increasing risk
weightage for personal auto loans and trust receipt loans for trading entities like APL. While the stringent financing norms,
high inflationary environment and rising fuel prices are likely to have a relatively lower impact on the demand of Toyota
PVs as these mostly cater to high-end customers/corporates, the recent tax increments impacting most of the major
selling models is likely to create pressure over demand outlook.
Though the company derives revenue from diversified segments (~50% each from PV, and ~50% from CV and CE
segments), the expected revenue slowdown and the resultant lower economies of scale would create pressure on
margins, increase working capital intensity, and deteriorate the capitalisation and coverage indicators. The company’s
ability to manage the expected liquidity pressures over the near to medium term, while maintaining a comfortable debtcoverage indicators, remains to be seen. Furthermore, the incremental regulatory developments and the company’s
ability to generate adequate revenues after the lift-off of the restrictions would remain key monitorable. ICRA Nepal will
continue to monitor the regulatory developments and their impact on the company’s credit profile.

Key rating drivers
Credit strengths
Diversified presence across multiple automotive segments – APL is the authorised regional dealer of Toyota-branded PVs
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and CVs, Eicher-branded CVs and Komatsu-branded CE in for the western region catering Pokhara, Butwal and
Narayanghat. Diversification across the various automotive segments has helped the company in offsetting cyclicality
associated within the CV/CE segment, at times.
Established track record in auto dealership business and well-networked promoter/management – APL has been in the
auto dealership sector since 2002 and hence has a long track record in the business. It has been gradually adding up to
the lines of product under the PV and the CV segment. The promoter and the management have adequate experience in
the sector, which is a positive. Moreover,in the recent years, the promoter has provided financial assistance in form of
equity infusions to ease the liquidity pressure and support working capital, which lends additional comfort.

Credit challenges
Uncertain revenue outlook amid import restrictions, tight liquidity and regulatory challenges – The revenue slowdown
amid the ongoing restrictions on import of PVs (started from April 27, 2022 and was initially effective till mid-July 2022,
recently extended till August 30, 2022), would create pressure over the company’s financial profile. The company’s
capitalisation and coverage indicators for FY2023 are likely to remain at sharply moderated levels compared to FY2021
and hence APL is likely to require promoter support to ensure timely debt servicing. The country’s forex reserves position
has not improved in recent months despite the import restrictions on several items (adequate for import of goods and
services for 6.7 months as of mid-June 2022 as against the central bank’s target of 7 times), which along with relatively
high-ticket import value of Toyota PVs accentuates the concerns.
Additionally, recent increment in taxes for high-end segments would also impact the demand outlook for the company’s
top-selling models. Furthermore, slower loan disbursements amid the current tight liquidity in banking would also impact
sales growth as PV sales are mostly bank financed. Moreover, the borrowing rates have also increased swiftly in the last
six months which along with increased risk weightage for trust receipt loans for trading entities (120% from mid-June
2022 against 100% earlier) would also be impacting the vehicle costing and hence the demand trajectory. The recent
increase in risk weight for personal loans is expected to have a relatively low impact on APL’s demand side as most of the
Toyota PVs are purchased by corporate entities.
Economic cyclicality would also be influencing demand – Since a large chunk of the company’s product portfolio caters
directly/indirectly to the commercial purposes, the demand outlook for APL would remain vulnerable to cyclical
downturns in the economy and liquidity in banking. The targeted customer segment viz. the infra projects, construction
contractors, government entities, private corporates etc have been impacted by the current macroeconomic challenges
(mainly the muted economic growth, depleting forex reserves and slow government spending). The premium vehicle
segment like Toyota could be subject to further restrictions compared to other mid-entry level segment going forward,
which also remains a rating concern.
Stressed coverage indicators amid rising debt burden – APL’s gearing levels remains modest at ~3.1 times as of mid-July
2021 (~6.8 times as of mid-July 2020) despite improvement in recent years with series of capital injections. Furthermore,
rising working capital loans as well as recent addition of term loans for corporate building construction has led to weak
coverage indicators with total debt to OPBDITA of ~11.1 times for FY2021 (improving marginally from 12.5 times in FY2020
amid largely steady operating margins at ~4%), interest cover of ~1.1 times and DSCR of ~1.8 times for FY2021 (higher
DSCR compared to interest cover supported mainly by sizeable non-operating income relating to sale of land, excluding
which the company\y would have reported negligible net profit in FY2021). Increasing interest rate outlook would further
impact the company’s profitability and debt service indicators. APL’s coverage indicators are also likely to remain stretched
over the medium term, given the thin cash accruals and a long working capital cycle and high reliance on debt.
High working capital intensity, with further increment in recent years and stretched liquidity – Being a working capitalintensive business, most of the funding requirements in automotive dealership is primarily for inventory financing. APL’s
inventory-holding periods and debtor days are at an elevated levels (162 and 142 days respectively for FY2021, further
increasing from 124 days for FY2020). Despite increased creditor days (142 days for FY2021 compared to 102 days for
FY2021), further spike in working capital intensity was reported to ~46% for FY2021 as against ~39% for FY2020 (17% for
FY2018), necessitated higher working capital debt. The company also has limited cushion in drawing power (~96% utilised
as of mid-July 2021, albeit improved from sustained overutilisation in the past), which raises concerns at times of stressed
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liquidity like the present. Prudent working capital management would remain crucial for APL to improve its financial
profile from the current level.
Link to previous detailed rating rationale:
Rationale APL BLR Surveillance April-2022
Analytical approach: For arriving at the ratings, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.
Links to applicable criteria:
Corporate Credit Rating Methodology

About the company
Autoways Private Limited (APL) is the regional dealer of Toyota and Eicher vehicles and Komatsu CE. The company holds
dealerships of Toyota vehicles for Gandaki and Narayani Zones and additionally Butwal City while for Eicher vehicles, it
holds dealership for Gandaki, Narayani, Dhaulagiri and Lumbini Zones. APL is also the dealer of Komatsu CE for Gandaki
and Dhaulagiri Zones. The company was established in 2002 by two promoters from diverse backgrounds. As of now, Mr.
Narayan Prasad Poudel is APL’s managing director and sole shareholder. The company works in collaboration with its sister
companies which are engaged in selling of genuine spares/accessories and servicing of vehicles sold by APL. The company
has three showrooms/sales outlets (one each in Pokhara, Narayanghat and Butwal) while its sister concerns operate
service centers in conjunction with the showrooms.

Key financial indicators
FY2018
(Audited)
2,813

FY2019
(Audited)
2,759

FY2020
(Audited)
1,648

FY2021
(Audited)
1,916

2.9%
22.9
52.9

4.5%
7.8
13.2

4.0%
6.8
10.3

4.1%
3.1
5.6

Total debt/OPBDITA (times)

6.9

5.7

12.5

11.1

Interest coverage (times)

1.6

1.5

0.7

1.1

DSCR (times)

1.5

1.3

0.6

1.8

17%

21%

39%

46%

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.1

Operating income (OI; NPR million)
OPBDITA/OI (%)
Total debt/Tangible net worth (TNW) (times)
Total outside liabilities/TNW (times)

Net working capital/OI (%)
Current ratio

Source: Company data (latest financial updates were not available for this interim review in light of material events)

Annexure-1: Instrument details
Instrument (Amounts in NPR Million) *
Long-term loan limits (A)
Term loan/Hire Purchase loans
Short-term loan limits (B)
Fund-based;
Overdraft/Demand
Loan/Short Term Loan
Non-fund based; Letter of credit
Non-fund based; Bank Guarantee
Grand Total (A+B)
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Previous
amount

rated

Current
amount

rated

184
184

184
184

1,197

1,197

265

265

920

920

12

12

1,381

1,381

Rating Action
[ICRANP] LBB-@; placed on
Watch with Negative Implications

[ICRANP] A4@; placed on Watch
with Negative Implications
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Source: Company data
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About ICRA Nepal Limited
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first credit rating agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licensed
by the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a technical
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